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Abstract. Monitoring of the flux-densities near 30 GHz are reported for four pulsars. Statistically significant variations apparently random in nature are found over 10 to 20 minutes, with rms
amplitudes 20% to 100% of the mean flux. These fluctuations
are substantially above the predictions for interstellar scintillation at these high frequencies. The observations presented here
comprise the first attempt towards understanding the effects of
the ISM on pulsar signals at such high frequencies, a spectral
region where very little is known about the behaviour of pulsars
or the ISM. When extrapolated from observations at lower frequencies, the four pulsars should exhibit very weak interstellar
scintillation, with rms modulation indices from 2% to 14%. The
fluctuations therefore are attributed rather to intrinsic variation
of the pulsar emission at these frequencies.
Key words: pulsars: general – pulsars: individual: B0329+54,
B0355+54, B1929+10, B2021+51 – ISM: general – radiation
mechanisms: miscellaneous

1. Introduction
Apart from pulse-to-pulse modulations, pulsars are generally
known to be stable radio sources (e.g. Stinebring & Condon
1990). Variations in the measured flux-density on time-scales
of minutes or hours to days or months are mostly attributed to
extrinsic reasons, viz interstellar scintillation. Interstellar scintillation (ISS) is caused by irregularities in the electron density,
ne , of the interstellar medium (ISM) which span scales from 107
– 1013 m (Armstrong et al. 1995). The time scale and depth of
the modulations are strong functions of distance and frequency.
At typical pulsar observing frequencies one distinguishes between two scintillation regimes (e.g. Rickett 1990). Small scale
structures in the ISM (107 – 109 m) produce short term fluxdensity variations on time scales of minutes to hours, known as
Diffractive Interstellar Scintillation (DISS, Cordes et al. 1985).
Large scale structures (1011 – 1013 m) cause longer term fluxdensity variations on the order of days to months (Sieber 1982),
known as Refractive Interstellar Scintillation (RISS, Rickett et
Send offprint requests to: M. Kramer (mkramer@mpifr-bonn.mpg.de)

al. 1984, Kaspi & Stinebring 1992). While most of the studies have been carried out at low frequencies where pulsars are
strong emitters, very few observations of ISS have been made at
higher frequencies. The detection of pulsars at mm-wavelengths
(Wielebinski et al. 1993) and the subsequent studies (Kramer et
al. 1996; Xilouris et al. 1996; hereafter K96 and X96) motivated
the present work, which aims at understanding fluctuations of
pulsar signals at mm-wavelengths – an unexplored spectral region for the behaviour of the ISM.
As a wavefront from the emitted pulse passes through a region of irregularities, it suffers random perturbations in the relative phases, due to variations in the local refractive index. The
scattered waves interfere at the position of a distant observer resulting in a diffractive modulation of the measured flux-density
as the telescope moves through the interference pattern. These
short-term DISS variations appear to be further modulated by
long-term RISS variations, caused by large scale focusing or
defocusing along the average path. The depth of the RISS modulations is typically lower than that of the DISS modulations.
The modulation index, m, is defined as the noise corrected normalized root mean square variation in pulse flux-densities,

m=

q
2 − σ2
σon
off
< Ion > − < Ioff >

(1)

where < Ion > and < Ioff > denote the mean of the measured
2
2
and σoff
the
on and off the pulse emission, respectively; σon
corresponding variances around the mean. Whereas for DISS
m is about unity, the slower RISS variations can be seen with
m substantially less than unity, when the signals are averaged
to suppress the DISS.
The above description applies for strong scintillation. As
the frequency increases or the path length decreases, the scales
of the two regimes approach each other. At a critical frequency
(νp
crit ) they merge into a single modulation at the Fresnel scale
( Lλ/2π, for pulsar at distance L); for higher frequencies
still, the scintillations are weak and m decreases strongly as
(ν/νcrit )1.42 . The actual value of the critical frequency increases
with the distance of the pulsar and is generally located at around
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a few GHz for pulsars beyond about 1 kpc (Backer 1975, Pynzar’ & Shishov 1980, Malofeev et al. 1996). The observations
presented here were performed in a spectral region well above
the critical frequency in a regime where weak ISS prevails and
therefore very weak fluctuations are expected. In the following,
the observations of unexpected pulsar fluctuations are described
together with the procedures taken to reduce instrumental effects.
2. Observations
We have recently performed the first study of radio pulsars at
mm-wavelengths, using the 100-m Effelsberg radiotelescope of
the MPIfR (Wielebinski et al. 1993, K96, X96). The data presented in this paper were obtained in December 1993 at 29.3
GHz (λ10.23mm), in July 1994 at 32.0 GHz (λ9.37mm) and
in December 1995 at 35.4 GHz (λ8.47mm). For the December
sessions we used a tunable receiver installed in the prime focus
of the telescope providing signals of one linear polarization and
2 GHz bandwidth. In the observations in July 1994 we obtained
both left and right hand circularly polarized signals. Here, a receiver of fixed centre frequency was installed in the secondary
focus of the telescope and also provided a bandwidth of 2 GHz.
While the weather conditions during the December sessions
were rather unstable, i.e. involving cloudy sky, rain and even
sometimes snow, the July session was made under near perfect
and stable weather conditions where both atmospheric and differential telescope temperature varied a few degrees along the
dish surface for long sessions during night and day time. Further
details of the observing system are summarized in Table 1, and
also given by K96.
The received signals were sampled every P/1024 s and
folded synchronously to the pulsar topocentric period P. Subintegrations of 15s were stored on disk for later analysis. A noise
diode, which was directly coupled into the waveguide following the antenna horn, was used as a calibration signal and was
switched on synchronously to the pulse period during the first
fifty phase bins of each integration. The stability of the calibration signal itself was checked during the pointing observations
of well-known flux calibrators; these were made regularly after
each integration on a pulsar, which lasted typically 60 to 90 min.
A detailed description of the applied flux calibration scheme can
be found in Kramer (1995). The calibration runs on continuum
sources enabled us to monitor the gain-elevation dependence
which shows that significant corrections to the measured fluxdensities need to be applied when our measurements are done at
very high elevations (above 70◦ ) and very low elevations (below
20◦ ). The data presented here were however taken at elevation
between 22◦ and 70◦ (see Table 2).
3. Data analysis and results
During investigations leading to those results already presented
by Wielebinski et al. (1993), K96 and X96, we noticed significant variations in the measured flux-densities observed at a particular frequency. The flux-densities varied on time scales of ten

to twenty minutes around a stable mean value which itself did
not significantly differ between different observing sessions.
In order to investigate these modulations further, we studied
the time variability of the strongest sources. From eight pulsars detected at mm-wavelengths (K96), only PSRs B0329+54,
B0355+54, B1929+10 and B2021+51 exhibited flux-densities
large enough to obtain high signal-to-noise ratio measurements
during short sub-integrations. Typical examples of observed flux
variations are given in Figs. 1 a–d. In all figures each single
measurement designated by an open circle corresponds to a subintegration of five minutes. The plotted value always represents
the equivalent continuum flux-density, which is the observed
pulse energy averaged over one pulse period. This flux-density
would be observed if the pulsar emitted the same amount of
energy as a continuum source. Hereafter, quoted flux-densities
always refer to this definition. The error for each measurement
was derived by taking the calibration procedure into account and
was estimated to be about 15 to 20 % of the mean value. The
dashed horizontal line marks the average value of the continuum flux-density measured for the corresponding observation.
Flux variations of a factor of two or four are clearly seen, which
are much stronger than the levels of weak ISS expected at the
observing frequencies. Corresponding modulation indices calculated according to Eq. (1) are quoted in Table 2 and plotted
versus dispersion measure of the source in Fig. 2.
In order to minimize effects due to the measurement of only
linearly polarized signals, we concentrated our analysis mainly
on total power signals received at 32 GHz. Only for B0355+54,
we included observations made with the tunable prime focus
receiver. PSR B0355+54, being the strongest source in our sample and, thus, used as a test source, was regularly observed for
short time intervals frequently interrupted by pointing and focusing runs. This prohibited a long continuous run as needed for
this analysis. For all other pulsars, the analysed data represent
total power signals which were obtained after adding left and
right hand circularly polarized signals. We used the information
provided by the calibration signal to correct for possible gain
differences.
The gain stability of the system was monitored by performing the same data analysis simultaneously for on-pulse data and
for the calibration signal, present in the first fifty phase bins of
the pulse profile. The resulting modulation index of the calibration signal was typically mcal = 0.003. The off-pulse power
level (baseline) changed smoothly as a function of elevation
due to changes in the ground illumination. This variation was
subtracted from the data and the remaining calibration signal
deflection was found to be stable in time. The inferred gain was
found to be stable to 0.3%.
Trying to account other instrumental effects for the observed
flux-density modulation, we can also consider pointing problems of the telescope, since inaccurate telescope pointing could
have severely altered the measured flux-densities. We examine
this effect in detail below. Observing at 32 GHz with a secondary
focus receiver at the 100-m Effelsberg telescope, the HPBW becomes 2500 . Monitoring continuum sources prior and after each
pulsar observing session resulted in a typical pointing accu-
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Table 1. System parameters for observations at mm-wavelengths.
ν [GHz]

Date

Tsys [K]

Gain [K/Jy]

Bandwidth [GHz]

29.3
32.0
35.4

22 – Dec – 1993
2/3/4 – Jul – 1994
20 Dec – 1994

120
”
”

0.37
”
”

2
”
”

Signals
linear
LHC & RHC
linear

0.4
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Fig. 1a–d. Variations in the flux-density observed for PSRs a B0329+54, b B0355+54, c B1929+10 and d B2021+51 at mm-wavelengths.
Each single measurement (open circle) corresponds to five minutes integration. The horizontal dashed line designates the mean value of the
flux-density measured for this scan.

racy of about 500 rms. This confirms results of routine telescope
monitoring under good weather conditions (e.g. Altenhoff et
al. 1980). The pointing error generally increases if large temperature gradients exist during an observing session. Differential temperature monitoring of the telescope surface, however, revealed only deviations as small as one degree. Assuming that only the largest measured flux-densities represent the
“true” on-source measurement, we estimated a typical offset
of the Gaussian telescope beam pattern from the actual onsource position, necessary to explain the observed flux-density
variations. These calculations imply a tracking inaccuracy of

typically 1700 (B0329+54), 1100 (B0355+54), 2500 (B1929+10) or
1800 (B2021+51), respectively. These values are substantially
larger than the typical pointing errors derived from measurements of continuum sources. Moreover, even if a large pointing
error would exist, i.e. the actual pointing position of the telescope deviates from the requested one, the real tracking accuracy
is typically better than 100 and thus extremely stable. Obviously,
we can exclude pointing problems as the reason for the observed
flux-density modulations.
As already noted, the weather conditions during the 32 GHz
observations in July 1994 were extremely good, suggesting that
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Table 2. Modulation indices for the four strongest sources at mm-wavelengths. We quote the dispersion measure, DM, of the pulsar (column 2),
distance (column 3) observing frequency, ν (column 4), in GHz, the total observing time, T (column 5), in minutes, the average source elevation
during scan (column 6) and observed modulation indices, mobs (column 7). All observation were done with 2 GHz bandwidth. The predicted
scintillation parameters are transition frequency (column 8), scintillation index and time scale (column 9 and 10).
DM [cm−3 pc]

Dist [kpc]

ν [GHz]

T [min]

Elev.[◦ ]

mobs

νc [GHz]

miss

τiss [min]

0329+54

26.8

1.43

32.0

28
48

64
52

0.5 ± 0.1
0.47 ± 0.05

5.13

0.07

28

0355+54

57.0

2.07

29.3
35.4

45
25

70
43

0.27 ± 0.03
0.18 ± 0.01

7.54

0.14
0.11

68
62

1929+10

3.2

0.17

32.0

20
51
61

35
48
30

0.6 ± 0.2
1.0 ± 0.4
0.7 ± 0.2

1.79

0.02

17

2021+51

22.6

1.22

32.0

45
50
55
80
100

55
57
23
50
50

0.4 ± 0.1
0.36 ± 0.06
0.52 ± 0.08
0.58 ± 0.08
0.48 ± 0.05

3.23

0.04
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atmospheric modulations should be negligible. As a check of
atmospheric variability we examined the rms variation in the
measured flux on the calibration scans, performed typically every one or two hours. Such calibration-scans consisted of cross
scans on the calibrator nearest to the pulsars and lasted about
two minutes, in total covering elevations between 20◦ and 85◦ .
The rms deviations in observed calibrator flux-densities for the
whole 72h observing period (i.e. including day and night time)
were no larger than 10–15%. This confirms that the pulsar variations (seen on much shorter time scales and thus for the same
atmospheric condition throughout the corresponding scan) at
more than 20% are not atmospheric. Additionally, atmospheric
effects should be visible in a possible dependence of the derived modulation indices on the elevation of the source during
the corresponding observation (column 6 of Table 2). We plot
these quantities in Fig. 3. A correlation is obviously not present,
confirming that the variations are not atmospheric.
4. Discussion
Since our observations were made at very high radio frequencies, they should be representative of the weak scintillation regime (see Malofeev et al. 1996), where the flux modulation is expected to be small. Unexpectedly, we have observed substantial variations in the measured flux-densities. In
fact averaging the observations (neglecting different integration
times) we obtain mean values for the modulation indices of
m(0329 + 54) = 0.44 ± 0.04, m(0355 + 54) = 0.21 ± 0.04,
m(1929 + 10) = 0.7 ± 0.1 and m(2021 + 51) = 0.47 ± 0.04.
It is significant that the variations in each pulsar are present
whenever it is observed. Interestingly, the data plotted in Fig. 2
suggest an anti-correlation of the observed modulation index
with the dispersion measure. However, the number (i.e. four)
of pulsars is too small to test the significance of this result.
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Fig. 2. Observed modulation indices, mobs (open squares), and expected
modulation indices, miss (filled triangles), plotted versus dispersion
measure. See Table 2 and text for details.

Moreover, while the most distant pulsar B0355+54 shows only
moderate modulations around a mean value of the flux-density,
the other sources exhibit flux variations as large as 100% of the
average value, sometimes even resulting in a non-measurable
flux density during a single sub-integration. Such behaviour is
opposite to that expected for either weak scintillation or RISS
(e.g. Sieber 1982, Kaspi & Stinebring 1992, and Fig. 8b of Malofeev et al. 1996).
In order to extrapolate from low frequency ISS observations to predict ISS at our high frequencies, we assume the
Kolmogorov model for the ISM density spectrum:
Pδne (q) = Cn2 q −β ,

−1
router
< q < r−1
inner

(2)
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Fig. 3. Observed modulation indices plotted versus source elevation of
the corresponding observation.
2
where q is the spatial wavenumber and CN
is proportional to
the mean squared electron density fluctuation along the line-ofsight (e.g. Cordes et al. 1985). Although the actual value of the
power index, β, is still under discussion (see e.g. Armstrong et
al. 1995, Malofeev et al. 1996), it is usually assumed that the
fluctuations behave like other forms of turbulence, i.e. energy
fed into large scale irregularities cascades down into smaller
units of scale rinner where energy is dissipated, thus heating
the plasma. The resulting spectrum is that of a Kolmogorov
power law with β = 11/3.
We follow Rickett (1990) and introduce a parameter, u, characterizing the strength of the ISS. At typical pulsar observing
frequencies the scintillations are strong and we can define

u2 ≡

ν
∆νD

(3)

where ∆νD is the decorrelation bandwidth of the DISS, i.e. the
typical frequency range over which the observed intensity is
more than 50% correlated. With the Kolmogorov spectrum
model, we find u ∝ ν −1.7 . In strong scintillation u > 1, and the
decorrelation bandwidth is related to another measurable quantity, viz the pulse broadening time constant, τs . As scattered
rays propagate different rays experience slightly different path
lengths, resulting in a broadening of the pulse. The observed
pulse is then a convolution of the emitted pulse by an exponentially decaying waveform of time scale τs . It follows that
2π ∆νD τs = 1 (Cordes et al. 1985). Taking observed values
for τs scaled to 1 GHz (Taylor et al. 1993), we can calculate the
strength parameter u and scale it to the observing frequency for
our observations. In all cases we obtain u < 1, (i.e. weak scintillation), in which case Eq. (3) does not apply and ∆νD ≈ ν.
For weak scintillation, the modulation index is approximately given by (Rickett 1990):
miss ∼ u5/6 ∼ (ν/νc )−1.42 .

(4)
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These predicted values are listed in Table 2 and plotted in Fig. 2.
We have also compared the values predicted by this simple theoretical formula with extrapolations based on data obtained for
these pulsars between 4.75 GHz and 10.55 GHz by Malofeev et
al. (1996). They measured weak scintillation for these pulsars
and found modulation indices consistent with or below the predictions based on Eq. (4). We note that the more complicated
scintillation model proposed by Malofeev et al. (1996) predicts
miss values that are about 20% greater than from Eq. (4), but still
small compared to our observed modulation indices (see Table
2). Only for B0355+54 are the observed modulations comparable to those predicted for scintillations. If the apparent inverse
correlation with dispersion measure (Fig. 2) were true, it would
mean a yet unexpected propagation effect. However, given the
low statistical significance of the apparent inverse correlation,
being based on only four pulsars, such an effect is presently a
matter for conjecture.
A further comparison can be made between the observed
time scales and ISS predictions. In all four pulsars the time
scale for a substantial flux variation estimated from Fig. 1 is 10–
20 minutes. For B2021+51, however, variations at a 2σ-level on
time scales smaller than 5 min are visible, indicating that in some
cases flux density variations have not been resolved. We have
listed a predicted weak ISS time scale in Table 2, using equation
2.2 of Rickett (1990). The values range from 17 minutes for
B1929+10 to 68 minutes for B0355+54. Whereas the observed
time scales are comparable with the shortest of these, they do
not show any increase with distance.
5. Conclusions
The results of our monitoring of four pulsars at frequencies near
30 GHz indicate that strong modulations of the flux-density exist
at those frequencies. The modulations ranging from 20–100%
of the average flux density come as a surprise in a region where
the ISM is thought to be inactive and the pulsars are fading in
intensity.
While we can rule out instrumental effects for the observed
flux modulations, we cannot completely exclude a propagation
effect due to the ionized interstellar medium. However, the observed characteristics are inconsistent with the expected weak
interstellar scintillations and, though an unexpected interstellar
propagation effect cannot be ruled out, we consider propagation effects as unlikely. Therefore, we are left with the conclusion that the observed large flux variations on time scales of
ten to twenty minutes are most likely of intrinsic rather than
extrinsic origin. We suggest that they are inherited from the
emission process and might be due to a loss of coherence also
indicated by other radiation properties at mm-wavelengths (see
X96, Kramer & Xilouris 1996). Actually, single pulse measurements revealed an increasing pulse-to-pulse fluctuation towards high radio frequencies (1 to 8 GHz) for some pulsars
(Bartel et al. 1980, hereafter B80). Assuming that single pulse
observations were possible at 32 GHz, an interesting comparison follows. We have extrapolated the strength of the fluctuations measured by B80 to 32 GHz. The values obtained are as
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large as mB80 = 2.12 (B0329+54), mB80 = 1.27 (B0355+54),
mB80 = 4.72 (B1929+10), and mB80 = 1.32 (B2021+51).
These values are even larger than the indices presented in this
work. However, the latter refer to 5 min averages instead of
single pulses. Smoothing simulated sequences of single pulses
exhibiting the modulation index values extrapolated from B80,
to our five minutes sub-integrations, we find that the observed
modulation indices are still by factors of 4 to 8 higher than expected. The tendency reported by B80 of increasing modulation
after a critical frequency usually located above 1 GHz, persists
at mm-wavelengths and even becomes more severe than suggested by the power law determined by B80. B80 has attributed
the observed erratic nature of pulsar emission to a progressive
loss of coherency with frequency, which has also been suggested
by K96 as the reason for the observed apparent spectral turn-up
at mm-wavelengths.
Even though the location of the emission region in pulsar
magnetospheres is somewhat uncertain, most current studies
(e.g. Cordes 1978, Blaskiewicz et al. 1991, Phillips 1992, X96,
Kramer et al. in press) seem to indicate that the radiation is
created at a distance of a few percent of the light cylinder radius in a stratified mode with higher frequencies closer to the
pulsar surface (radius-to-frequency mapping, RFM). Progressively increasing plasma densities and higher magnetic fields
encountered close to the stellar surface might change the physical conditions in the regions that are responsible for the high
radio frequency radiation. While at low frequencies the RFM
is prominent, it has been shown that towards high frequencies
RFM reaches a saturation and that the emission is essentially
radiated from the same magnetospheric region (X96). Changes
in the environment of the emission could be reflected in the
modulations that we observe.
The same changes in the environment of the emission could
also be responsible for the earlier reported spectral turn-up
(K96). An association between these two phenomena is naturally tempting. Perhaps, the unusual spectral behaviour of
B1929+10 and B2021+51 could be explained by assuming that
these pulsars were observed at maximum pulsar activity. However all our observing sessions at different epochs lasted longer
than an hour. Therefore, the resulting mean value was averaged over several independent time scales of the variation. Also,
within the measurement uncertainties, the average flux densities
taken at different epochs appear consistent. Therefore, effects
of the short time variations reported here are largely suppressed
from the average spectra presented by K96. Concluding, the observed flux variations cannot account for the unusual spectral
behaviour earlier reported by K96 although both phenomena
may well have a common physical origin.
Summarizing, we have observed unexpected flux density
variations at mm-wavelengths which seem to be intrinsic to the
pulsar radio emission mechanism. Further observations from 10
to 30 GHz will be needed to answer the yet open questions about
their origin. A detailed study of the frequency dependence of
this new variability appears to be most promising.
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